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4.
With most current 00DBs, application programmers face an "either/or" decision-either they put their data in the 00DB, in which case all of their existing file-based applications must be rewritten, or they leave their data in files.
Most current 00DBs provide a fairly "heavy" solution in the area of transaction management, dictating the adoption of serializability and up-tothe-last-transaction data recoverability.
Most current 00DBs have strongly client-server architectures, and are thus inappropriate for execution in peer-to-peer distributed systems or on the kinds of high-performance multicomputer hardware needed for certain large scale applications.
The goal of the SHORE project is to provide a system that addresses these issues, thereby enabling "holdout" applications to finally move their data (incrementally) out of files and into a modern persistent object repository.
We also expect many current OODB clients to find SHORE to be an attractive alternative. To support the flexibility of dynamic structures with the efficiency of (logically) contiguous blocks on secondary storage, SHORE allows each object to be extended with a variable-sized heap (see Figure 3) . The core of an object is described by its type.
EXODUS
The heap is used by the system to store variable-sized components of its value such as strings, As in Unix, a directory is a set of (name, OID) pairs. The OID can refer to any other SHORE object, but the system maintains the Unix invariant that the set of directories forms a single 2Many of the commercial systems use a tree-structured name space for naming databases, but not for naming or organizing individual persistent objects or collections.
rooted tree. Directories and the objects they contain are called registered objects. There is also an operation to enumerate the contents of a pool (which can be accessed by OID or path name). The registered property is orthogonal to type: Any type of object can be created either in a pool (as an anonymous object) or in a directory (as a registered object).
We expect that in a typical SHORE database, the vast majority of objects will be anonymous, with a few registered objects serving as roots or entry points to graphs of anonymous objects.
To preserve the invariant that all objects are reachable from the root of the directory system, SHORE imposes different deletion semantics on registered and anonymous objects.
As in Unix, a registered object is not explicitly deleted; it is reclaimed by the system when its link count (the number of directory entries referring to it) drops to zero. An anonymous object can be deleted at any time, but a pool can only be deleted when it is empty. An OID is thus a "soft" reference, in that it may dangle if the object to which it refers is deleted. (Since OIDS are never reused, however, it will never accidentally capture a new object.) Since OIDS can be stored in the contents of arbitrary objects, any stronger integrity guarantee would be impractical to enforce. Figure  4 illustrates these concepts. The directory /u/smith contains the entries pro j ect, dot, and pool I, referring to another directory, a cross reference, and a pool, respectively.
SHORE
The registered object 3The semantics of timestamps are elightly different from those of Unix in order to make them efficiently maintainable while retaining their usefulness to applications that rely upon them.
/u/smith/pro j ect/entries contains pointers to members of pooh.
It might be some sort of applicationdefined "directory" of entry points to a data struc- are not yet entirely clear or internally consistent.)
The goals of ODMG are also somewhat different from ours. They concentrate on a standardized interface to existing C++ oriented 00DBs, while our focus has been support for inter-language object sharing within a large namespace of objects.
All objects are instances of interface types, types constructed with the interface type constructor. Interface types can have methods, attributes, and relationships. A fragment of the generated oo7, h file is shown in Figure  6 . Some of the data member types in Figure 6 also has the runtime effect of marking the referenced object aa "dirty" so that changes will be transmitted to the server when the transaction commits.
Since the member function swapXY is not declared to be const in Figure 6 , another legal way to accomplish this exchange would beto define this member function as follows: Figure 6 contains a member function members that returns an iterator.
For example, the printPart function could be extended to print an atomic part's outgoing connections as follows:
void printPart(Ref<AtomicPart> p) { tout << "Type " << p->ptype << " part at (" << p->x << "," << p->y Other OODB-Like Services SHORE provides support for concurrency control (via locking) and crash recovery (via logging); these services are integrated with the support for data caching described below. Shore will also provide users with a choice of lower levels of consistency and recovery.
Details ofthesereduced levels arestill being workedout.
Other SHORE services include optimized object queries over bulk types and a flexible, user-controllable notion of "sticky" object clusters to permit users to cluster (and later recluster) related objects.
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The SHORE Architecture SHORE servers consist exclusively of trusted code, including those parts of the system that are provided as part of the standard SHORE release, as well ascode for Value Added Servers (VASS) that can be added by sophisticated users to implement specialized facilities (e.g., a query-shipping SQL server) without introducing the "client-levels erver" problem described earlier. Application processes (labeled "App" in Figure 2) Figure 7 : Application/Server Interface the desired object is not present, the LIL sends an RPC request to the local server, which fetches the necessary page(s) if necessary by reading from a local disk or sending a request to another servers If the local operating system supports shared memory, the server uses it to deliver a page of objects to the LIL more quickly. We are experimenting with cache-management strategies that cache objects which come "for free" on the same page as a requested object.
To avoid paging, the object cache manager locks the cache in memory and uses LRU replacement if it grows too large. All OIDS in the cache are swizzled to point to entries in an object table. This level of indirection allows objects to be removed from memory before the transaction commits, without the need to track down and unswizzle all pointers to them.
The LIL also contains the Unix compatibility library, with procedures that emulate common file system calls such as open, read, and seek. Finally, the LIL is responsible for authenticating the application to the server using the Kerberos authentication system
[MNSS87].
3.2.2
The SHORE Server Figure 8 shows the internal structure of the SHORE server in more detail. It is divided into two main components:
a Server Interface, which communicates with applications, and the Storage Manager (SM), which manages the persistent object store.
The Server Interface is responsible for providing SAn OID contains a volume identifier. The server uses a global volume-location service to find the appropriate server and establishes a network connection if necessary. When an application connects with the server, the server associates Unix-like process state (such as a user ID and current directory name) with the connection. User ID information is checked against registered objects when they are first accessed to protect against unauthorized access. As in Unix, the current directory name information provides a context for converting file (path) names into absolute locations in the name space.
The Server Interface is actually an example of a value-added server (VAS). Another VAS is the NFS server described in Section 2.3.2. Each VAS provides an alternative interface to the storage manager. They all interact with the storage manager through a common interface that is similar to the RPC interface between application processes and the server. It is thus possible to debug a new VAS as a client process and then migrate it into the server for added efficiency when it is completely debugged. Another example of a VAS could be an SQL server that provides a query-shipping interface to a relational database.g
Below the server interface lies the Storage Manager.
As shown in Figure  8 , the SM can be viewed as having three sub-layers.
The highest is the VAS-SM interface, which consists primarily of functions to control transactions and to access objects and indexes.
The middle level comprises the core of the SM. It implements records, indexes, transactions, concurrency control, and recovery. At the lowest level are extensions to the core that implement the 9,4n SQL server VAS is an example of a rather different use of the SHORE Server; the upper layers and type system of SHORE would essentially be thrown away, and the facilities provided by the SHORE Storage Manager would be used in the construction of a completely different, customized server. distributed server capabilities described in Section 3.1.
In addition to these three layers, the SM contains an operating system interface that packages together multi-threading, asynchronous 1/0, and inter-process communication.
Some Implementation Details
A detailed description of the storage manager is beyond the scope of this paper. However, in this subsection we One way we can address the needs of large-scale parallel applications is by noting that persistent object store applications become large and slow by accessing large amounts of data, and that object bases grow large by storing large collections of homogeneous objects. Thus, the primary target of our work in Parallel SHORE is to provide a framework under which operations over these large collections of objects can be run in parallel. In contrast, secondary ParSets are just logical collections of objects; they can denote a set of objects over which an "apply" is to be executed, but they do not imply anything about where the objects actually reside. Thus, an object can be in any number of secondary ParSets, but it can only be in one primary ParSet. In the parallel 007 implementation, the composite parts are stored in a ParSet that is distributed over the nodes of the system by hashing on 12 At any given node, the portion of composite part ID .
the ParSet at that node looks like any other SHORE collection. That is, if there are N processors, node 1 has a collection with 1/11 of the composite parts in it, node 2 has another l/N of the composite parts, and so forth. Figure 9 illustrates the process and communication structure of a Parallel SHORE (PSHORE) application. Like any PSHORE application, parallel 007 has a designated "main" or "master" process running on one of the nodes of the system. In addition to this "master" process, slave processes will be running on all of the other nodes of the multiprocessor; slaves are forked by the master when required, and have exactly one master throughout their lifetimes. Slave processes contain all of the methods that could be invoked on objects in ParSets, and they loop waiting for messages from the master process.
For example, suppose that the main program executes the ParSet method "apply T1 to the composite parts in the composite part ParSet ." ( "T1" applied to a composite part traverses the subgraph of atomic parts contained within that composite part.) This will cause the master to send messages to all of the slaves, saying "apply T1 to all composite parts in your partition of the ParSet ." The slaves will execute this request in parallel by talking to their local servers, 11More detail appears in [DNSV93] . 12ComPo5itePart h= an attribute called pm-tILl, which is separate from the OID of the composite part object fetching composite part objects into their object caches, and calling the T1 method on each one. ids, and port numbers) can be obtained by the runtime system by consulting the ParSet sewer. Note that executing T1 on a composite part at one node may require access to atomic objects residing on another node; this is also transparent, in this case to the slave executing T1. The slave just requests the objects from its local SHORE server, which is then responsible for contacting other SHORE servers for any remote objects that are needed. Since all slaves (and the master) share a global OID space, this gives PSHORE applications a shared-memory flavor even though the processors do not actually share any memory. We are currently designing synchronization primitives to support this programming model (although the 007 implementation does not currently require these primitives).
Portability
Our goal is that PSHORE, like SHORE itself, will run on a wide range of hardware platforms. 
